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June Commencement
Features Ralph Bunche

CA

Final plans have been formulated Bangor Auditorium. WABI-TV will
for the June 4-6 Commencement- televise the ceremony.
Reunion Weekend, which will feaSaturday, Alumni Day will begin
ture United Nations Undersecretary with breakfasts for the reunion,
A Progressive Newspaper Serving A Growing
Ralph J. Bunche as the principal classes at 8 a.m., followed by busiUniversity
speaker at graduation.
ness meetings of the classes at 9:30
Vol. LXV Z 269
ORONO, MAINE, MAY 21, 1964
Number 31
Class Day exercises will be held in the Union. Holding formal reat 2 p.m. Thursday, June 4, in the unions this year are the classes of
Oval. In case of rain, they will he 1914, 1919, 1924, 1929, 1934, 1939,
held in the Indoor Field.
1944, 1949, 1954, 1959, and 1962.
The annual General Alumni AsThe Commencement Ball will
be held at 9 p.m. Thursday eve- sociation business meeting will be
Dr. Benjamin Speicher was given
ning. The Ball will be held in the held in the Union at 3 p.m. A
the 1964 Distinguished Faculty
Memorial Gym. rather than in parade of alumni reunion classes
Award at the Annual Scholarship
the West Commons as originally will take place on the Mall in
Recognition Assembly and nine stuplanned, because the Commons front of the Memorial Gym at
dents were honored with University
cannot accommodate all the per. 5:45 p.m. prior to the annual
alumni banquet which will be
Merit Scholarships presented by
,ons who have obtained tickets.
President Lloyd H. Elliott.
Friday morning at 8:30 the ROTC served inside at 6 p.m.
Other features of Alumni Day inCommissioning Exercises will be
The student-sponsored Faculty
held in the Hauck Auditorium. The clude a meeting of two-year agriculAward consists of a $1,000 cash
School of Nursing Pin Ceremony tural graduates at 10 a.m., the dediaward, contributed by the Alumni
will be held in the Main Lounge of cation of Barrows Hall at 11 a.m..
Association and a blazer given by
the
Union at 10 a.m. Commencement and a concert by the University
the Student Senate.
Choir in the Hauck Auditorium a:
is scheduled for 2:30 p.m. in the 2 p.m.
Dr. Speicher served as head of
the department of zoology from
• 1942-1963. He then stepped down
to devote more time to teaching
• and research. His special field is
genetics, with emphasis on cytology
and cytogenetics of parthenogenesis
'and radiation genetics.
Merit Scholarships winners were:
By ELLEN TOOMEY
feel that DDT was the only solution
• Judith Fernald, Deborah Mague.
Fifty robins and approximately 18 that could be used." He felt that a
Marion Mantai, Philip Brown, Bevbirds of ten other species have been solution which did not have such a
erly Watson, JoAnn Peakes Allen,
found on the campus grounds dead long-lasting effect on the environElizabeth Cote, Thomas Jane and
in the past month. This increase in ment should have been used.
Joseph Siegel. Recipients of nonthe
Barden spoke of the "strong
mortality rate of the bird popUniversity scholarships were Janice MOST DISTINGUISHED PROF—University President Lloyd II. Elliott
ulation is the result of a recent mass sense of territory" common to the
(right) presents the 1964 Distinguished Faculty Award
Bacon and Helen Braunstein.
to Dr. Benjaspray ing of elm trees on campus to robins. He said one of the more unmin Speicher, of the zoology department, at the annual
Scholarship
Assembly speaker Dr. Walter S. Recognit
protect them from Dutch Elm dis- fortunate results of the DDT
ion Assembly held last Thursday. Dr. Walter Schoenb
erger ease.
Schoenberger, associate professor of (center)
spraying was that when a robin
, last year's recipient and the assembly's principa
l
speaker,
government and 1963 recipient of looks
leaves his particular "territory," anon.
The
Universit
y.
after
a great deal
the faculty award, noted that scholof study and research on the sub- other robin, probably from outf4de
arship is a "state of mind, a manner
ject, decided to use DDT to spray the campus area, moves into the
of life, a system for study, a way of
all campus elms. This chemical in more select spot. Therefore. belearning which is available to all.
large quantities is fatal to animals cause of the lasting effect of the
spray, more robins are dying than
"Those who practice it." he said.
which inhabit the treated area.
are usually inhabiting the areas.
"are characterized by the unabashed
Dr. Albert Barden. associate Frowillingness to ask new, unusual. unThe University has -a valllabe
fessor of zoology, has been studyheard of, and even unpopular quesing the dead birds and has expressed stand of American elms on campus
tions and to suggest persistently the
An .Arts and Sciences sophomore — even if this might be
and what I have learned to date h,ls
a factor — concern at the death rate. Barden
changes which their queries lead walked away with a $100 centen- the committee felt
that those sub- teaches a course in ornithology in convinced me we should exert an
them to support.
nial slogan contest prize last week. mitting entries might
wish to go to the spring semester and he and his all-out effort to protect these trees
using
nearly
the
same
words
in
his
such
sources as the Bible, Shake- students tulve found most of the until an approved disease preventive
"Conformist society is apt to con• cider its devotees to be crackpots, winning entry that are engraved on spezre. or other well-known works birds. 91;'); of which he feels died treatment is found," Francis S. Mcfrom DDT poisoning. He beliexes Guire, director of plant and facil-for material or inspiration.
'111e-breakers, and enemies of rou- a plaque in the Library.
Peter C. Gordon entered the slo"It now appears that the winner's :hc..:ffect of the spray will last sev- ties. said in a letter to Dr. Barden.
tine and to relegate them to laboraMcGuire also explained that any
tories of semi-isolation. And yet so- gan "Pride in the past. faith in the slogan is similar to the wording on :. al weeks more because last
ciety cannot live or develop without future" in the 55-entry competition. a plaque in the Library. Perhaps it Thursday's rain washed the spray tree which becomes contaminated
the restless scholarship that causes The words ". . . pride in her past is well that the student chose to use onto the ground, and this will poi- with the Dutch Elm disease must be
and faith in her future" appear on a a quotation similar to the one in the son a more widespread area. Barden removed to prevent spreading of the
concern." he stated.
plaque dedicated to Ralph Knee- University of Maine Library. It cer- stated that his concern did not disease. This removal costs the University approximately $l80 and s,1
land Jones, U-M Librarian from tainly has much University tradition arise because of any opposition
1897 to 1917. The plaque is set into to back it up."
•-;1ing the t7to. bat that he -a
(Conftnuea on Pave Five,
•
the wall over the main desk in the
Fogler library circulation lobby.
The contest was open to all students and conducted to find the best
Sophomore Peter Patton has been theme or slogan
for Maine's 100th
selected to head the 1964-65 Winter anniversary. The
Centennial ComBy KEITH GRAND
Carnival Committee. John Lee, also mittee appointed
to pass by. There are puddles in quently than mere quantity
,er
a sub-committee to
sophomo
a
re. will act as assistant screen the entries, choose
the
gutter, the ground is muddy, could. From top to bottom: a hairy
the three
Ever
hear
much
clamor
about
chairman.
best possibilities and then select the equal rights for women nowadays? but they clearly expect you to re- bird's nest left over from a highEarlier considerations for a Cen- one it thought best. The lower com- Not likely. That whole movement, mote yourself so as not to disrupt flying Friday night, a countenance
tennial Weekend have been re- mittee picked its favorite and sub- after establishing a beachhead, has their wing-tip formation. Equal to sink a thousand ships, the inevitplaced by the present plan to hold mitted all three to the full group. gone underground and is girding (or rights grants them all half the able, abominable sweatshirt and
Winter Carnival on the weekend of which did not agree with the sub- is it girdling?) itself for the cam- sidewalk. not one half each. But denims, or now perhaps, the whole
February 26. the date of the Uni- committee's choice. It selected Gor- paign for feminine supremacy. Equal give ground they will not. The transformed into a nebulous neversigns are plain, gentlemen.
never land by a sack-like chemist
versity's 100th Anniversary. The don's theme.
rights is a milestone passed long ago
A friend gave me another clue designed to conceal a multitude of
theme of Winter Carnival, which
In a Tuesday statement. Howard in the matriarchal march.
several days ago. There he was tra- sins. The chief objection to the Litwill be financed by the Winter Car- Kew. Committee chairman. and
But
there
are
versing the paths from audio-visual ter being that girls with beautiful
signs,
gentleme
n,
nival Committee, will coincide with Roland Cyr, student chairman,
0- Centennial theme: "Pride in the said: "Since there could be no pos- telltale glimpses of the master plan to the library, a movie projector in figures prefer to hide all, while those
that one on his guard can perceive. one hand, three cans of film in the less well proportioned go bulkily
past: faith in the future."
sible way of determining originality
Take cigarettes, for example. First other, extension cord and extra reel about in protesting stretch slacks.
of all, they started smoking them, under his arm. He followed a girl
Objecting to denims and slacks
but few persons are troubled by this up the library steps to the door. But on women is submission to conanymore. Notice during mealtimes did he follow her through it? Cer- vention, admittedly. Front a purely
as you are about to gulp your mashed tainly not, because she let it slam physiological siewpoint women are
potatoes and happen to swallow a in his perspiring face.
better suited to pants and men to
U-M ROTC department head lis has been reassigned to Korea.
mouthful of cigarette smoke. You
You pick up your date, walk to skirts, anyway. Even though some
Colonel Robert B. Cobb has been
Lt. Colonel Daryl Beard will look up and there she is, the epitome the car to open the door
for her. shortsighted forbear of ours saw
reassigned to South Vietnam. Dur- leave the teaching staff this summer of
the latest crusader, belching smoke and what happens? There you stand fit to confuse that issue, why
ing his one-year tour of duty, Cobb to attend Command and General as would
have given St. George with bruised knuckles that the car should w
.n now take it upon
will serve as deputy chief of the Staff College, Fort Leavenworth, pause.
Did she first ask you if you door bent as she yanked it open and themselt es to set matters right by
Army Section of MAAG (Military Kansas, for four months. From Fort minded
if she smoked? Silly boy. vaulted onto the seat. As you wipe disguising themselves as men?
Adviser Assistant Group) in Viet- Leavenworth, Beard is expected to Don't
you recognize the latter-day the blood away she looks up wide
In spite of such blatant travesties
nam. Cobb has been professor of be sent overseas.
eyed
and
asks
wha'cha
doin.
upon
the intended nature of their
Susan
B?
military science at Maine for two
Captain John W. Emerson will
And the parting shot will be Satur- sex, women display such effrontery
Dissolve to sidewalk on campus.
years.
also be leaving this summer but
day breakfast at the dining halls. as to be convinced that come
junio%
Major Sherman Arculis will also has not been notified as to his des- Here come three .tatularil-twarers
Only a hardy handful will ever meet prom, or housepany. or graduation
be leaving this summer. Assistant tination yet. He has been an in- in their rhino-flex rlincoat.. side
at that early hour, but the quality ball, they can recapture all their
professor of military science Arcu- structor at Maine for four years.
Its %irk, leas ing no room for you of the gathering speaks more do(Continued on Page Si,)
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Workshop Production Wins Hartgen Shows Paintings
Harvey Bates' Rave Review At Annual Lawn Display
By HARVEY 1; I.-,
Ihe Miracle Worker should run
every night from now thiough June
5, so that every student, faculty,
staff, administration, senior parent
and visiting alumni can share, in
the intimacy of the pit behind the
big stage in the Hauck, the splendor
of this play. No senior should be allowed to graduate without this
blind-clear vision of what education
is about. No member of the University community should be kept unless these deaf-sounds remind him
of what he's doing here.
For if miracle is nature in ecstacy
and if revelation is reason in ecstacy. then both happen in Leroy
Clark's adaptation of William Gibson's drama.
So convincingly whole is Clark's
two-hour cutting from the longer
original that one finds it difficult to
analyse its excellence. Ritty Burchfield, the teacher, the 20-year old
Anne Sullivan of the play, draws
forth our admiration as she unfolds
persuasively t h e venturesomeness
and self-discipline which goes into
working miracles. Blind, deaf, mute
Helen Keller, hewed out in halting,
stretching, fighting, hungry human
sculpture by Lois Ingeneri, beggars
comment. These two should get
"post-season" gold apples, especially for two scenes: the breakfast at
the end of Act I and the breakthrough at the end of Act II.
Close behind them, and a real
find, is Priscilla Walters as Kate
Keller. Helen's mother. For a
freshman to portray so closely the
responses of a defective's parent is
astonishing. William Steele as
James. Helen's half-brother; Judy
Ryerson as Viney, the maid; Peter
Clough as Captain Keller, ruler of
a Southern household; and Rebecca
Lynn Guptill as Martha, playmate
to Helen. each have their important

moments in the play. The Doctor.
Donald Vafiades, and Aunt Es,. Joanne Allen, round out a cast which
deserves the sustained applause and
appreciation of all.
Steve Buck has scrounged and
scrimped and put together, with a
worthy crew, a fine set, sound and
lighting (the only drawback is a
too-small crib in scene one, making
us wonder why the parents expect
such definite responses from so tiny
a child).
In getting from an all-student cast
as convincing a performance as
Maruti Achanta did from a partfaculty cast in Rhinoceros last year,
Leroy Clark has given notice that he
is already a director in his own
right.

Vincent A. Hartgea is holding his
annual lawn show on May 22 from
3 to 5 p. m. There will be 45 paintings displayed. most of which were
painted recently, although some of
them have been on exhibit during
the winter.
All of the paintings are landscapes
or seascapes showing Maine in all
seasons. The paintings are done in
Aquarelle water colors and are semiabstract.
Hartgen earned his Master of
Fine Arts degree from the University of Pennsylvania School of Fine
Arts, and served for two years as
travelling curator of the Anna Hyatt Huntington Exhibition of sculptures. He came to the University in
1946 after spending three years in

the Army Camouflage Corps. He
now holds the Huddilston Chair.
Hartgen's paintings are noted for
their brilliance of color, unique
style, and drama.
The exhibit will be held at Studio Terrace, 109 Forest Avenue,
Orono. The public is invited. In case
of rain it will be held on May 23
at the same time.

m- •
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Student
Officers

Y-Dems Participate
In State Convention
Young Democrats from U-M
were active participants in the
party's recent convention in Bangor.
The Y.D.'s aided in assembling convention material, signs, placards.
and also decorated the Bangor Auditorium.
On Friday the Maine students
lent a hand at the registration booth
in the Bangor House, sold hats at
the Auditorium, led campaign songs
and took part in the demonstrations backing Hathaway and Muskie.
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Ronnie Gilbert
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Mike Seeger
Peter Yarrow
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Chairman

BLURS.• FRI.• SAT.• SUN.
JULY 23-24-25-26
Freebody Park • NEWPORT, RI.

Come in and test drive a car today

Tickets: $3,$4,$5
On Mail Orders, add 25 cents

Evening concerts will be
augtnented by morning and
afternoon panels and workshops.
Special group rates can be
arranged in advance now.
For Tickets and Program Information:.
Newport Folk Festival, Newport, R.I. •••

Libby Motors, Inc.
Lower Main Street—MR A—Bangor
Telephone 942-6830
Open 8 A.M.-6 P.M. Mon. thru Sat.

CLASSIFIED
Use the Campus' weekly classified often. 75e for 25 words;
thereafter. Deadline Monday
noon for Thursday edition. No
charges, cash only. Use the campus mail, or put remittance and
classified in business manager's
mail box in Campus office.
ROOMS—Single or double. Call
Mrs. J. A. LeClair, 17 Margin
Street. Orono. Tel. 866-2278.
ORONO APARTMENTS
furnished or unfurnished
Available for summer and/or
fall session. Reserve your future
"home" now. Further information by calling 942-0935 or writing 376 Essex Street. Bangor.
ORONO APARTMENT—For
1
2 rooms and bath—Autorent, 3/
matic Heat and water—Electric
range & refrigerator—June 10th.
Park's Hardware, Mill Street.
FOR SALE OR RENT-35' x 8'
Trailer. 2 bedrooms. Complete!)
furnished. Ready in June. Wayne
MacDonald. Schoppe's Trailer
Park. Stillwater Ave., Orono.
FOR RENT-1 bedroom completely new Apartment. New electric stove and refrigerator. Available June. Location: Mill Street.
Call 866-4278 after 6 p.m. daily
for details.
FREE board, room, and laundry
in exchange for helping with
housework. Can start immediately summer or fall semester. Five
minute walk from campus. Call
942-1005 for appointment.
NEEDED DESPERATELY: House or
large apartment for visiting exfaculty. June 17-27.
Tel. 866-4166, or Mrs. Duclos, 5
North Stevens.
WANTED: Rider to share expenses. Portland to Sacramento.
leaving July 4. W. R. Whitney.
250 Stevens Hall or 866-3512.

ATTENTION SENIORS:

se
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• 50 MODERN DELUXE ROOMS
— TV - PHONE
— WALL TO WALL CARPETING
— CONNECTING FAMILY ROOMS

unlvforry
moToR Inn

— CONFERENCE ROOMS
• COFFEE SHOP — GIFT SHOP

Located One-Half Mile from
UNIVERSITY CAMPUS
on the Site of THE ELMS

WELMINIE ALUMNI

MAKE RESERVATIONS NOW
FOR GRADUATION
CALL ORONO 866-4921 TODAY
at

,
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The local student branch of the
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers has elected Robert Ray chairman for 1964-65.
Other new officers are Eugene
Walker, program vice chairman; Elbridge Lenfest, publicity vice chairman; Michael Miller, membership
vice chairman; James Puffer, secretary; and Norman Plourde, treasurCr.

Patronize Our Advertisers
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Five U-M Professors Granted Leaves
Five University of Maine professors have been granted leave of
absence for the academic year of
1964-65.
Dr. David W. Trafford, professor
of history at U-M for sixteen years,
has been granted leave of absence
to "study, teach, and travel." For
the fall semester Trafford will be
guest lecturer in contemporary European history at the Institute of
American Universities, an affiliate
of the University of Marseille, located in Aix-en-Provence, France.
During the spring semester he plans

to travel and to conduct research at
the University of Leeds and the
British Museum in England.
Dr. Leslie E. Decker, associate
professor of history, has taught for
three years at the University. Decker will be writing a two-volume text
surveying U. S. history in collaboration with Forrest McDonald, professor at Brown University.
Dr. Walter S. Schoenberger, associate professor of government, is
going to Washington, D. C. He will
do research at the National
Archives and the Library of Con-

gress for a book on U. S. policy in
East Asia. The work will emphasize the development of U.S. policy from the Hayes Notes at the
turn of the century through to the
present. Schoenberger has taught at
the University for eight years.
Dr. Arnold H. Raphaelson, associate professor of business and economics at U-M for six years, also
plans to go to Washington, D.C.
Sponsored by the U.S. Senate subcommittee on inter - governmental
relations, he will research intergovernmental fiscal relationships.
Associate Professor Wayne A.
Hamilton of civil engineering has received a Science Faculty Fellowship from the National Science
Foundation. He plans to earn his
Ph.D. at Oklahoma State University. Hamilton has taught for four
years at U-M.

trenbion Anntijoio ofthe
iltutingtoit (rittroitir 11

Forestry Student
Receives Award
For Scholarship
John M. Lane, a graduate student
in the School of Forestry, has been
awarded the Fred Griffee Memorial
Award for 1964.
The award is made annually to a
graduate student in the College of
Agriculture on the basis of graduate grades, character, and research
ability. The $100 prize is awarded
from a scholarship fund in memory
of the late Dr. Fred Griffee, director of the experiment station from
1931 to 1951.
Lane wrote his master's thesis on
"The Effect of Selected Herbicides
on Young Balsam Fir with Particular Emphasis in Their Possible Use
to Control Stand Density."
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It's a mature shaver. There's no unnatural dependence upon a cord.
Built-in, rechargeable energy cells
let you shave cordlessly. In case
you forget to recharge, there is a
cord. Plug it in. Shave on the spot.
That makes you feel secure.
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1. I've come i'cross a fascinating
fact about the population.
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2. There are more females than
males in the U.S.A.

Do t€11.

And you'll feel secure about your
appearance,too.348 cutting eciges
of durable high-carbon steel stice
whiskers off cleanly.They're honed
on an angle so that skin doesn't get
ploughed up and irritated.

Where are they all hiding?
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The LEKTRONIC II will give you a
superiority complex. It has a big
head. Shaving head, that is. 756
whisker-gathering slots feed whiskers to the cutters faster. Make
short work of shaving.

h
i!

3. If .im re.11IN :Alt to
cut
wict'sg..ing on with the
pop
should go see
The lli.loograph.
The who?

Now here's the part masochists
hate: the Roller Combs.They make
shaving pure comfort. Roll skin
down. Pop whiskers up into cutters,
so they're stroked off gently.
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4. The Dcmcgraph —it's this
gigantic population counter
th..t Equitable put up at
the World's Fair.
It tells vott where the
girls are?

What's the greatest Freudian benefit of the
REMINGTON LEKTRONIC II?
5. It giv,
minut(
ezplosu ,a.
I've not III il more people
around lately.

IT MAKES YOU LOOK SEXY!
The LEKTRONIC II may cost a little more than most electric shavers. That's because
it's worth more.
LEKTRON
IC: Trademark, Sperry Rand Corporation, REMINGTON ELECTRIC SHAVER
, BRIDGEPORT, CONN

6. Tclls you how many babies
are being born. how fast the
population is growing. Stuff
like that.
Can it explain how come,
if there are more females
than males, I have so mulch
trouble meeting them?

Be sure to see the Equitable Pavilion when von visit the World's Fair.
For information about Living Insurance,see The Man from Equitable. For
complete infoiniation about career opportunities at Equitable. sce %Mil'
Placement Officer. or write to William E. Blevins, Employment Maui..t
r.

The'EQUITABLE Life Assurance Society of the United Shtes
Home Office: 1285 Avenue of the Americas, New York,NI 10019e 1964
•

comment in regard to your veritable
article "Historic Birthplace." It is
stated: "One of the highlights of
Greek weekend is the Panhellenic
Sing. The sororities, groups who are
supposed to enjoy their participation
in campus and group-sponsored
projects, were forced to resort to
imposing fines on the sisters to coerce attendance at practices and at
the Sing." From what source did
this "glittering generality" come? I
can speak only for the group of
which I am a member, but am quite
certain that it is true of other sororities also, when I say that we employed no such "fine" system. True,
we did not have 100 per cent participation, but the majority who did
sing, did so under no threat of penalty.

maine campus

EDITORIALS
""

MOMS.

No one has yet come forth to
defend or exonerate the department
in any way. Last week I looked for
someone to write a piece on this
question and could find no one willing to come out in favor of it, so
in keeping with editorial policy and
personal preference. I shall have my
say.
I have been a student here on
the Orono campus for three years
now, and have spent much (possibly too much) time in the Bear's
Den, where discussions have covered the relative merits of about
every thing from birth control to
student Senate. The only thing
that seemingly everyone agrees on
is "something's rotten in the education courses." What everyone
fails to recognize is the scope and
the difficulty involved in this question of what is to be taught.
In EdB2 one must put into one
semester the history of the American
school. Almost three hundred years
of educational evolution must be
charted and understood. This takes
in people like Dewey and Conant,
who both have a great deal to say.
To understand where we are now.
we must understand where we have
been and where we hope to go. Time
was when those people who could
do nothing else went into teaching.
This has been changed, but still we
have a long way to go. Each teacher
has something new to add to the
total process of the history of education; hence, the team teaching
situation. The most valuable message
to learn in this course is that education must change and grow with
the culture it serves.
EdB3 is. of course. necessary to

The Greasepit

•";

'

The Other Side
During the past weeks there have
appeared on this page a few articles
castigating the College of Education
for just about everything from lack
of imagination to segregated rest

• "
s'

the future teacher, for he must begin
to know himself and his students.
Interaction reports and the give and
take of discussion point to a clear
generalization that this is one thing
that should go on in the classroom.
The study of the growth patterns of
youth, both physical and psychological, certainly have a place in the
education of a future teacher.
EdB4, finally, is hopefully a course
of most value. I have yet to take it.
but I know that if it gives me a glimmering of what to do in the classroom, it will have served its purpose
The aspect of going into a classroom
with nothing more than the basic
knowledge of my subject frighten,
me, and if you are truthful with
yourselves it frightens you, too.
Anyone who feels his responsibility
to himself and his students would
quite naturally be a trifle anxiou•
about what, when, and how to feed
perhaps a hundred hungry minds.
To be sure, this does not mean
that the required courses in the
College of Education are without
room for improvement. Every year
the instructors get together and
plan the next year's course. Each
year the whole program is looked
over to improve it. Those teacher,
involved want to do a good job.
and they try hard. If we sometime.
feel that they are doing things
wrong, we are not helping thing..
by griping about it to our friends.
We should tell our respective instructors how we feel and why.
They are just as anxious to improve their courses as we are to
hase them improved. This same
idea could be carried to all departments on campus. After all.
in many ca.c. it has been so long
since the instructors were student.
themselv cs that they may have
forgotten how it was.

Jean Woods
President, Pi Beta Phi
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LETTERS
to the editor
What Goes?
T.) the Editor:
would like to know what was
sAid by the committee which selectel the theme for the centennial year
when they read the winning entry.
I can imagine how satisfied they
were. but I can ( with all due
respect) also imagine how the man
who entered the "original" slogan
felt. It wouldn't surprise me if he
went quietly to his room with the
S 100 and chuckled a little, because
his "original" can be seen by any

casual observer on a plaque in the
library over the main desk.
It seems a shame to laud someone's -talent" by rewarding him
with a check and discover that he
only was sharp enough to have
noticed a ready-make theme before
someone else did.
P. R. S.
•

No Penalty
To the Editor:
I would like to make one brief

Thank You
To time Editor:

Tuesda3

May I use the distribution channel of your paper to thank the
student body of the University of
Maine for the honor it bestowed
on me last week on Scholarship
Recognition Day? The tribute was
rather overwhelming in its effect
on one who has been around long
enough already to see sons and
daughters of former students passing through his classes, and it is
valued for this reason even more
than it would be otherwise.
We have in fact, as we all know.
a fair number of distinguished faculty on the staff of our University,
(Continued on Page Five)

Big GAG
By Rick Wile

The scene is the main office of corner of my desk. It's really amaz- Screech: I can't think ot any right
radio station WCAG,located in an ing how well they build things in now.
abandoned saw mill. The office is miniature these days.
Quimbley: I think we've got everyempty, except for a desk, two Screech: Oh, one thing, Quim. I thing just about squared away. All
chairs, a pin-ball machine and the haven't got any records. yet. You set on what you're supposed to do
radio station manager, Quimbley promised you'd give me some when on the newscasts?
L. Ascot, a tall. cadaverous look- I came this after-noon.
Screech: I wait until I get to a real
ing man with cauliflower ears. Quitubley: Thanks for reminding gory news item, like an airplane
When the scene opens, Quitnbley me. Here's four or five records, these crash or a school bus accident, and
—J.I 'v
is counting a large pile of money ought to last you for a couple of then, while I'm reading it, I burst
on his desk. The door opens and weeks anyway. Just remember, al- into laughter, right?
screech Dishlap comes into the ways keep screaming and talking Quimbley: Make it a real hysterical
office. Screech is four and a haf through at least half the record. giggle. Yours is a happy show, refeet tall and has just been hired That way nobody'll be able to know member. OK, now tomorrow night
as WG,IG's afternoon disk-jockey. that you're playing the same ones is your first record hop, and
you
Pleasantries are exchanged, and over and over again. Singing along handle it the same way you do the
Screech sits down opposite Quimb- way off key helps, too.
radio program: plenty of noise, and
fey.
Screech: Gotcha. And at least once little or no music—you'll take these
Quimbley: Nice to have you aboard a day. I say that I've just been fired, same five records. Don't let anyone
the "Big GAG," Screech. Just right? This way, it'll make people in who looks over thirteen years old.
thought I'd call you in to run down tune in the next day.
At least once every five minutes,
a few things before you take the air. Quimbley: Right you are. Just keep tomorrow on your show, say that
Screech: Hey gang! It's real swingin' screaming at the top of your voice Bobby Vee is gonig to be there.
ly to Goldwater's. Cliff's voting rec- -o be with a real fired up—
that you're the world's greatest disk- Then, tomorrow night, you can say
ord reveals a conscientious con- Quimbley (breaking
in): Save it jockey. Yell this at least once every that he was sick or something.
servative philosophy which Maine for the air. Screech.
How do you fifteen minutes. Better come up with Screech: Roger. Wilco, and out.
people admire — a clear-cut state's think my ears got to be the way they
a catchy sign-off, too, like "Below Gotcha all the way. You want noise.
rights, anti-big government slate of are?
and before all—sooner," or some- Lots and lots of noise! You want
votes. Cliff has voted against fed- Screech: Sorry, man, you know how
thing like that.
screems! You want Screeches! You
eral spending, federal aid to educa- it is with us
screamers.
Screech: How many times do we want—!
tion, federal aid to highways, fed- Quintbley:
Yes ... Well, you got run the "Let's get rid of sidewalks in
Quimbley (breaking in): Please,
eral redevolpment programs, federal everything straight?
Let's start with Bangor" tape?
Screech, not now.
power projects, and federal medical when you first go on
the air. We Quimbley: Once every half hour.
Screech:—Yells! You want noise!
care programs — anti-big govern- .;orne on with the
jingle, "Good We run that right after the editorial
Noise!! NOISE!!!
ment right down the line. Well, per- thing, happen when
you 'GAG,' and by Rockwell Pebbles. Oh, and anhaps the line isn't quite as crisp as then you
scream into the micro- other thing! After three o'clock, Quimbley (placing his hands overt
Cliff would like, but there is a big phone. "Welcome
to the Screech better add those beer and cigarette his ears): Please, save it for the—
difference between federal aid to Dishlap romp and stomp
show!"
commercials. The kids are getting Screech: NOISE! THE "BIG GAG"
education and federal aid to educa- Screech: Crazy.
Then. I play the out of school, and they're our big- IN BANGOR!! NO0IISE!!!
tion (in impacted areas), and fed- commercial
we've decided to run all gest buyers. Any other questions?
The End
eral money for roads doesn't really day, and
after that, the "Win a
harm anyone; federal power proj- house" sweepstakes.
How does that
ects may hurt some private enter- contest run
again, Quim?
prise, but Quoddy is different; all Quimbley:
It's simple. All the lisMaine people have Blue Cross so tener has
to do is to get either kicked
that Medicare is unnecessary; and out of school
or fired from his job
as far as Federal Area Redevelop- for
carrying a transistor radio—
ment goes, who was to know that
tuned to the "Big GAG," of course
Maine might actually receive a —turned full volume next to his or
A Progressive Newspaper Serving A Growing University
her ear all day long.
sugar beet quota?
Puthlished 1 hominy*, during the college year by students of the UnIsersity of
Maine.
Subscription rate—$1.50 per semester. Local adsertising rate-51.2.0 per
Screech:
And
if
they
do, they win a
Poor Cliff is going to have a bit
column inch. Editorial and business offices. 4 Fernald Hall. telephone Extension
new house. I get it. Say! That's quite
566, Member Associated Collegiate Press. Represented for national achertisina by
of trouble in the campaign for Ed a prize.
National Adsertising Service Inc., College Publisher's Representatise, IS E 50th
St., Nes, York 22. t'5, V. Entered as Second Class Matter at the Pau
Muskie's Senate seat this fall.
office.
Quimbley: Yab, that's it on the
Orono, Maine 04473.

Tough Luck Cliff!

By Joel Eastman —
Poor old Cliff McIntire is going
to have a bit of trouble in his
campaign for Muskie's Senate seat
this fall. Cliff is not an ambitious
man, and it is doubtful whether or
not he really wanted to take on a
vote-getter like Ed Muskie. especially after almost being defeated by
an unknown named Hathaway in
1962. But any politician had a duty
to his party, especially when they
contribute heavily to his campaign
fund, so that when they demanded
the supreme sacrifice. Cliff had little choice. What part the senior
Senator from Maine played in this
decision would be difficult to guess,
but everyone knows it is asking a lot
for a fine old Republican lady to
put up with a man like Muskie. And
it doesn't seem quite cricket for a
Republican State to have a Democratic Senator anyway.
Of course, Cliff does have an advantage in that this will be a clearliberal-conservative
cut
contest.
This will allow all the dedicated,
dyed in the wool, rock-ribbed, true
blue. Republican right-wing conservatives in Maine to flock to
Cliff's banner as they have national-
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Professor of Zoology
B. R. Speicher

MR. REGINALD
HAIR STYLIST
41 Park Street

of
Bangor
NEW

I think that I shall neser hear
A poem lovelier than beer
A beer that Cora has on tap
With golden base and foamy cap
The amber brew we drink all day•
Until the trauma melts away.
Poems are made by fools, I fear,
But only- Bud can make a beer.

•

What's The Diff ?
Dear A.C. (and group?):

33 Main Street
Call 866-4010 for Appointment
Hours: 9-5 Tues.-SaturdaN
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ODE TO SPRING
or
(THREATENED BY SOBRIETY)

ANNOUNCES

HAIR FASHION STUDIO
IN ORONO
formerly owned by Mr. Kenneth

eta Phi

Fill The Steins

Mr. Reginald will serve you personally on
Tuesday or Wednesday—Open Wednesday
Evening

11 kiwis.
hed faciiversity.
ye)

Before you pursue your crusade
(or whatever it is) further. I suggest that you take a closer look at
the situation and yourself.
You have intimated that this
campus has a classless society —
except for the honor societies. That's
hogwash and you know it.
You have stated that the symbols
worn by the non-scholastic honor
societies cause bitterness and resentment among some of the general student body — now how about
that fraternity jacket you wear?
How does that differ from a pine
tree or a dot? There are some
people on campus (maybe even a
member of these honor societies)
who
wanted to join a fraternity or soror
ity, and who can't really understand
why they weren't accepted.
Aren't
jackets and pins a constant remin
der to them that they are not one
of
the chosen? Do you hear them
crying "take 'em off"?
Whether it's with a dot,
Mjacket, order of the arrow,
pin,
fraternity jacket, or hat; part of
the
strength and value of a group
comes
from its members being recog
nized
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as such. Let's decide for ourselves
what we are going to wear and
why — and let everyone else do th;:
same.
Dana Dona
(fraternity member)
P.S. Your idea was OK. It's good
for people to stop and think about
what they're doing once in a while

Poetry Ccrne-

Swan Song

Look at Al the silent people —
They've been toppled from their
steeple
A word w
Dana,
spoken 'gainst their
name —
Ont. big fat loophole,
Obvious. even to a mole,
A scar's been burned upon their
All the groups you chow to
fame
mention
"We'll rest on our laurels," they
Are quite open. it's my contention.
have said,
Not quite selective as the Cream—
Yet it will be lone 'fore :he feeling
That's quite obvious, it would
is dead.
seem.
And when they wear their hats and
A. C.
_
stickers
They will sense the thoughts and
snickers.
For when that lousy nondescript
had spoken
They found their shining aura
broken.
So
now, my fellow nondescripts.
Art specialist and director of exhibitions at the Brookline Public I hope you'll think of this next year
When I am gone and far from here,
Library, Truman
Egleston, has
works on exhibit in Alumni Hall The skirmish has started, but not
yet won;
this month.
Egleston, an honor student at the The mind is your sabre, the pen.
your gun
Massachusetts College of Art, received his B.F.A. degree in 1958 And now I guess I'll shut my face,
Wash my mouth, and rest my case.
and his M.F.A. degree in 1959
at
the California College of Arts and
A. C. DiMauro
Crafts in Oakland. California
lousy nondescript

Truman Egialston
Shows Abstracts

UM Wildlife Death Rate
(Continued from Page One
it is less expensive to spray the te
before the disease has started.
Dr. Richard J. Carnpana, head
of the department of botany and
plant pathology, believes that the
spraying was a necessary step
to
save the campus's almost 400 elms.
but he questions whether or not the
treatment had to be done on so
large a scale. He explained that the
healthiest trees are those which are
in the most danger from the disea
se
and that these are the trees which
should receive the most care. Most
communities that are troubled with
Dutch Elm disease combat it with
"selective spraying" of the most
prized elms and treat others by re-

icval of the infected portion of the
dead wood. However, he hastened
to point out that although this
is
the most common method, a survey
was taken of methods used on college campuses across the East and
Midwest. which showed that most
campuses had used the complete
spraying method.
He conveyed the results of this
survey along with other informatio
n
to McGuire. Campana stressed
the fact that Dr. Barden's suggestion of a more short-lived chemical spray was not practical
because it would require more spray
ings than DDT and could possibly
result in more animal deaths than
one treatmen: of the DDT.
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4 MAJOR EVENING CONCERTS

Thurs.-Fri.-Sat. at 8.30
Sunday at 600
AFTERNOON CONCERTS
Friday & Saturday at 2:00

the Greatest
Names in Jazz

r

• SPECIAL GROUP RATE
S

r • r.•

EVENING CONCERTS
All

SOO',

RPA•rVed

$3 50, 4 50. 5 50
AFTERNOON CONCERTS
All General Admiss.on $2.00
Box Seat Information on Re west

For Tickets and
Program Infermation:
NEWPORT JAll FEST!VAL
NEWPORT. RHODE ISLAND
—On Mail Orders, add 25 cent.—
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Equal Rights
(Continued from Page One)
neglected femininity by virtue of
four hours at the beauty parlor, new
dress, and endless last-minute primping. Then that breathless moment
when you meet her for the date.
The softest, shiniest hair, the loveliest gown. the fragrance and delicate
bouquet of the sweetest thing this
side of heaven. You're enchanted,
you swell with pride, you're the
tallest, strongest guy in the world,
you silently vow to protect her forever. Then what happens? She races
you to the car door, vaults onto the
seat. and as you stand there in the
mud with blood on your knuckles,
she squints at you through eyeshadow, eye liner, mascara, newlycurled lashes, and a fog of something called Disenchantment 5. and
says tenderly. "C'mon. stupid, I can
hear the band!"
Okay ladies. so you don't intend
:o fight fairly. But remember that
we boys aren't so facile in forgetting
:he rules. For a lifetime we've been
exhorted to compete within the confines of good sportsmanship. You
force us out of our element.
You expect us to choke uncomplaining!, on smoke at mealtimes.
yield the sidewalk, hold doors
open. wait while your nails dry before a date, and love the apparition at the dining hall breakfasts.
Meanwhile, you scurry about campus with denim and sweatshirt

THE MAINE CAMPUS
(usually not in class, though, as
if this made a difference), slam
doors in everybody's fare, even
smoke pipes, and outguzzle the
captain of the drinking team.
But the greatest hypocrisy I save
for last. Namely, that the majority
of coeds have a subsidiary plan,
concurrent with and contributing to Friday, May 22
the underground scheme for superiMUAB Movie: The Robe, 7 and
ority. They fully expect that before
9:30 p. m.. Hauck Auditorium
graduation, one of the struggling
males will plead Vk ith them to accept Saturday, May 23
MUAB Movie: From the Terrace,
a new home. food. clothing, travel,
7 and 9:30 p.m., Hauck
an automobile, a good income, free
Auditorium
medical care, perhaps a mink
Classes End
coat, an extended vacation every
few years. life insurance, and a lib- Monday, May 25
Final Examinations Begin
eral retirement plan, on a lifetime
basis, in sickness and in health, all
Friday, May 29
contingent upon their uttering two
MUAB Movie: Summer Place,
of the shortest, most portentous
7 and 9:30 p.m., Hauck
Auditorium
words in the English language.
Egotistically enough, they use the Saturday, May 30
first 7erson rronoun even then.
MUAB Movie: Move Over Dar-

Orono. Maine, May 21, 1964
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If you "Live to Eat"
start eating at

CALENDAR

YOUR ALLIED VAN LINES AGENT

Dum
Twic

ling. 7 and 9:311 p.m.. Hauck
Auditorium
Sunday, May 31
MUAB Movie: Elmer Gantry,
3 p.m., Hauck Auditorium
Wednesday, June 3
Final Examinations End
Thursday, June 4
Class Day, Commencement Ball
Friday, June 5
Commencement Exercises

•

Saturday, June 6
Alumni Day
All Maine Women Tea

Friday. May 22
"The Robe"
Richard Burton

Pecipix c.Ca4/ —
"2/044 C.C.'S 1044 41a PARK'S'

BEST WISHES FOR A
Satnrday, May 23

GOOD SUMMER

GALT BLOCK WAREHOUSE
Miller Street
Bangor

Telephone
942-6766
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"From the Terrace"
SEE YOU

Paul Newman

IN THE FALL

Joanne Woodward

PARK'S
'Mill Street

2 shows 7 & 9:30 p.m.
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With wickedly pungent satire and wit,
Cambridge hits the funny bone—and
more! He dramatizes vital issues...
he brilliantly uncovers "moments of
truth" of the fads and foibles of our
times... he comments, with disarming innocence, on the after-effects of
the Negro revolt. Godfrey Cambridge
is uproarious. Godfrey Cambridge
a name to remember. "Ready or Not,
Here's Godfrey Cambridge" is an
album to own.
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Breathtaking, beautiful and yours
All the surging beauty, the exciting mystery of the
sea itself seems captured in this newest engagement ring from Artcarved. See the distinctly new,
yet timeless, design of Surf Star at your Artcarved
Jeweler. Priced from $180. For more information,
plus helpful suggestions on wedding etiquette,
send 25C for Wedding Guide to J. R. Wood &
Sons, Inc., 216 E. 45th Street, New York 17, New
York, Department C.
•71RAIDEMARIK
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See Surf Star only at these Authorized Artcarved Jewelers

$
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Crown Jewelers

OPEr

Caribou

Johnston's, Inc.

EV1

Machias

Johnson Jewelry Store
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Malawaska

Roberts Jewelry

Presque Isle

Brown's Jewelry
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J. A. Merrill & Co.
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Diamonders Trackmen Emerge YC Champs

[111
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eicome

Dump ii.V11.
Twice, 34,7-5

•

By PELL MARK."
The Maine Black Bears grabbed
their first Yankee Conference
baseball rro.,•in s:nee 195i) last
weekend at i-trotro v,liera they took
bat'a en& oi .1 two-game serie,.
from Vermont.
The YC c.-_amnion,hip virtually
assures the Bruins of an NCAA
playoff bid. but Jolin Winkin of
Colby, a member of the District I
committee,
t
date: and
teams have not yet been chosen.
The playoff, will probably include
Maine and three of the followine
teams: Holy Cross. Colby. Northeastern. and .NIC .:f Springfield. The
dates depend on fin:.1 exam schedules. but the teams 1:stially play in
ctrly June.
On Friday afternoon the Big Blue
topped the Catamounts. 3-1. on Joe
Ferris' nine-hit pitchinc. The Brewer
righty, who now boast: a 6-0 record.
was especially ott,211 with men on
base. His fine control kept U.V.M.
from getting a single free pas...
Maine Strikes First
Maine scored two runs in the
first on Zippy Thompson's two-bagger, Dick DeVarney's single. and
Stump Merrill's triple. ‘'ermont
broke into the scoring column with
a run in the third, but the hosts got
an insurance tally in the eighth and

were never headed.
Thompson. the senior captain from
Bet
was the big gun of the
t.tt a double and two singles,
. Merrill and DeVarney each
two hits.
Bears Mar!' Crown
'Line clinched the title on Satur.: •• by taking a thrlIler from the

The U-Maine netmen host Bow-

loin tomorrow in a match that will

lecide the state series championBowdoin is 5-0 and Maine is
, in state action.
.2oach Si Dunklee is optimistic

RON LANZA: His R. B. I. total of
31 is a new UniNersity record. and
his four home runs lie the existing mark.
Cats. 7-5. Trailing 5-3 in the bottom
of the eighth. the Bears v,ere in a
two-out. none-on situation when
pinch-hitter John Hutchins reached
first on an error. Brent Keene. running for Hutchins. was nearly put
out at second following Larry
Coughlin's grounder. but the little

that the Bears can reverse the 6-3
decision they lost to Bowdoin five
weeks ago. His racketmen recently
trounced Bates and Colby by 8-1
scores.
Maine is 6-2 for the season with
one match left. They finished third
in Yankee Conference competition.
Dunklee is already looking forward to a powerful squad next year
as only Capt. Bill Simonton is
graduating.

Students!
Rent your formal wear
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Vic Nelson made the fire even
hotter for the Green Mountain boy.
with his third single of the dal..
scoring Keene and setting the stage
for the 'crowning' blow. With two
men on. Dick DeVarncy sterped
into a ‘'err.lont pitch and drilled a
three-run homer into right-center.
Coach Butterfield led the charee to
the plate to welcome the soph shortst.
to
ac, and the Bears were ahead to

MUAB

The Bears lost all hopes of
acquiring the State Series crown
when they lost to Bates on Monday, 1-2. Maine is 1-3 in the State
circuit, while Colby leads with a
3-0 record.

ire s: acce;:ories

CE4RENTtl. SERVICE

By Jim Butler
The University of Maine repeated
as Yankee Conference champions at
Durham, N. H.. Saturday. In gaining their fourth straight Y. C. title.
the cindermen scored heavily in the
field events and distance races. compiling 63 points. Rhode Island had
541
/
2 points, Massachusetts 46; New
Hamp•Ilire 40 /
1
2; Connecticut 27:
and Vermont 9.
Saturday Maine go-.L, to Boston
for the Nev, England:. Bear performers will face tough competition
from such stars as Jim Keefe of Central Connecticut and Dave Farley of
Brown in the mile and two-mile
runs, and Corsetti and Wallin of
Northeastern in the v. eights.
Led by Arnie DeLaites double
win in the Aotput and discus.
Main.! took five firsts in the YanCon
meet.
Four records were broken under
the cloudless New Hampshire skies.
Bob Brouillet of UMass broke the
two-mile by four secor it,. with

Woody Carville's U-Maine flesh- .429 average.
Other .30u hitters are
man baseball team has a 3-2 record Paul Pendleton,
.347; Paul Keany.
with three games left this season. .333; Dick Cobb,
.333; and Milton
They have wins of 13-7 over Colby MacBride. .300.
and 6-0 and 13-0 over UMP. The
Second baseman Kermit Lane
cubs lost a return tilt to Colby and leads the team in
RBI's with eight.
one to Bowdoin.
followed by Tardiff with seven.
Catcher Norm Tardiff leads the
On the mound, Pete DeSisto who
Baby Blues in the slugging departis 1-0 and John Keegan at 2-1 have
ment with 11 hits in 23 times at-bat
the best records to date. Glen Ronfor a .478 average. Centerfielder
co has looked sharp in practice but
Peter Cummings is second with a
has not seen any game action because of a back ailment.

Joseph, 'Worm' Win
Waterville Re-Open

This past Saturday Young
"Worm" Ingraham XXVII and
MIN id "You're. on Top" Joseph
out-pointed Craig "Sport" Milne
and Rollie "Flower" Violutte by a
margin of five points in a hardfought golf 111:dell at the Waterville C. C. To points were alloesed
for each hole in the re-open; one
point given for low score and one
point wean-led for low combined

The cubs host MCI Wednesday
and Bowdoin Friday before their finale at MCI Saturday.

Maine golfers beat Bowdoin for
the second straight time Monday at
the Waterville Country Club, but
the Polar Bears collected enough
points to in the state crown.
The Pear linksmen •: •-e.! 1 9
Try that crazy kid sfuU
—a man-sized steak at

FIN 15.,S SPECIA.

Maine's Ben Heinrich and Fred
Judkin playinz second and fourth,
respectively. Jack Sculo of Rhody
won the pole vault at 13 ft. 10 in.
Two mark: were eoablished
the new event,.. '.cith Mike Zubko of
Maine jlimpina 46 ft. 31
/
2 in. in the
hop..tep and jump. In the 440 inter-

READY TO GO: Gerry Ellk, and
Murray Spruce. two top performers for the Maine Cinder
men,
prep for Saturday's New England..
mediate hurdles. Jim Ballinger
placed third behind Rhode Island's
Dick Lavender.
Dick Nason won the hammer with
a 178 ft. 4 in. heave. He also picked
up a third in the discus and fifth in
the shot put. Murray Spruce won
the 440 and placed fifth in the 220yard dash.
Other Bears placing %ere: Craig
Hurd. fifth in the discus: Frank
Hobbs, third in the javelin: Howard Shaffer, fifth in the 880:
Da‘e LaHaite, third in the high
jump: and Mike Skaling. fifth in
the pole vault.

Bowdoin Golfs To SS Crown

score.
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6•Suntmer Place

econorricnI costI

Debviie d uces Sty:amen To
Fourth Straight Champioohip

Black Bear Cubs Hold 3-2 Mark
Tardiff Leads Club, Batting .478

Frida:4, May 29

:'y'et

— SPECIAL

speedster collided with the Vermont
shortstop, jolting the ball .loose
This put men on first and second.
and kept the spark going.
DES ARNEY HOMERS

Starter Tom Murphy was given
credit for the v.in. Murphy struck
out four and gave up only six hits
in the eight innings he pitched. He
was lifted in the eighth for pinchhitter Hutchins, and Charlie Newell
came in to strike out the side in the
ninth. Ron Lanza boosted his R.B.I.
total to 31.

Netmen Sank For State Title

the
tcje-

r•

TIIE MAINE CAMPUS

points. Bov,doin had 16. Bates II.
and Colby 8. But after four rounds
of state action the final standings
were: Bowdoin 78. Maine 69. Bates
4". and Colby 29.
NI.iine beat Colby and Bates 5-2
and lost to Bowdoin 4-3 but McCall's -swingers" took the low team
medal of 563 while Bowdoin was
lacking one stroke.
Maine results: Viger 80-0; Lahaise 8-0; Hess 79-2; Leathers 79-3:
sN;u2
r:_en 7
586-33.: McGonagle 82-3; Tole

Troy Donahue
Connie Stevens
shows 7&9:30 %dm. Mr

—

25 USED WHITE
DINNER JACKETS

$5.00
OPEN FRIDAY

S kTURDA1 .MAY 30
▪

James Garner
Doris Day

•

shows 7&9:30 Adtn. 40••

EVENINGS
TILL NINE
SUNI)AY, MAI 31

BEN SKLAR
FREE PARKING
OLD TOWN

"Elmer Gam rv-

3 p.m.

LOBSTER

▪ lia‘e it boiled, broiled,
Baked Stuffed. Thermidor or a In Newburg.
Just a few minutes
from Orono. Take
Hermon exit off
Interstate Highway 95.
PLENTY OF
FREE PARKINI:

Burt Lancaster
Joan Sinnlllllls
. toe

1:444-

OUR FAMOUS
SPECIALTY
OCEAN FRESII

"'Wore Over Darlimf'

THE SAFE WAY to stay alert
without harmful stimulants

4

NoDoz keeps you mentally Next time monot
alert with the same safe re- you feel drowsy ony makes
while
fresher found in coffee and working or studyi driving,
ng, do as
tea. Yet NoDoz is faster, millions do ...
perk up with
handier, more reliable. Abso- safe, effective
NoDoz tablets.
lutely not habit-forming.
Another fine product of Grove laboratoves

rage Eight
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UMP Student Enlarged Centennial Concert Series
Cops $75 Prize Will Feature Famous Stars Monthly
UMP student Allan W. MacKinnon was awarded the 9;75.00
first prize award in the Claude
Dewing Graton Constitutional Essay Contest. Income from shares of
stock held in trust by the University, and established for this purpose by the late Claude D. Graton,
class of 1900 provide for the award.
Arthur Bearce and James Henderson tied for and split the $50.00
second prize award.

Metropolitan Opera Soprano
Blanche Thebom and Richard
Goode. the young pianist who played recently with the University Orchestra, will be featured in two of
the concerts in next year's enlarged
Centennial Concert Series. The
1964-665 series will have nine attractions, at least one each month.
The season will begin in October
with the Baltimore Symphony Orchestra, and will end with the Chorophonic Society, orchestra and sol-

U-M Drive Nets Funds
For Kennedy Library

Woolley Comments On SAE
At Fraternity Council Fete

The University of Maine John
Fitzgerald Kennedy Library Fund
Drive ended successfully last Thursday. One hundred twenty-five contributors donated over $80 towards
the building of the Presidential Library to be located on the Charles
River in Boston. The signatures of
all those who contributed will be
bound along with those of other
contributors from all over the nation and the world and placed in
the Library when it is completed.
Patronize Our Advertisers

Outgoing Interfraternity Council
President Brad Jenkins at the annual IFC banquet urged fraternity
pledges to apply for judicial board
membership. The fraternity governing board approved the formation
of the judicial sy stem two weeks
ago.
The main banquet speaker was
Alumni Association Director T.
Russell Woolley. who discussed the
future of the U-M chapter of Sigma
Alpha Epsilon. He said SAE's example should serve as a warning
to the rest of the fraternities on
campus.

oists performing Brahams' Requiem
in May.
Other attractions will include:
Nina Dova, a singer of international
folk songs; the Boston Opera Players in an English version of Mozart's
Cosi Fan Tutu; the Kroll String
Quartet; and Leslie Parnas, who has
been acclaimed by Pablo Casals as
one of the world's most gifted young
cellists. The Chorophonic Society
Orchestra and soloists will present
Handel's Messiah again next year.

On the lighter side, Dean of Men
John Stewart was given hearty congratulations and a box of cigars
because he renounced smoking. The
IFC members, Fraternity Advisors
Council, Stewart. Woolley and Assistant Dean of Men Barry Millett
attended the banquet.

everybody's
doin' it . . .
Ily NANCY KELSO
A good sign of the times is that
no one is doing it except the senior
class. They are holding the Commencement Ball on June 4, with
dancing to the music of the Glen
Miller Orchestra. Everyone else is.
or should be. studying for finals.
Last weekend there were some
swinging parties. The fraternities
had a great time (didn't they. Phi
Kap), and then there was another
party in the vicinity of Jenkins
Reach. . . .
Good luck to everyone in finals
and see you all in the fall.
PINNED: Sanna Crossley. Chi
Omega, to Allan Leathers. Delta
Tau Delta; Sheila Vinyl. Farmington State Teachers College. to
Floyd Montgomery. Delta Tau Delta; Sue Bodwell, Phi Mu, to Walter
Hirst, Phi Mu Delta; Breeta Bryant
to John Littlefield. Sigma Nu.
ENGAGED: Anne E. Smith. Phi
Rho Zeta, Husson. to R. Ewen
Farnham. Phi Gamma Delta.

Eats is Eats
and
Best is Best
TI I E FORD. ROOM
MEMORIAL UNION
tudents are always welcome

vehen are
655 and 35%
good marks?

TRADITIONAL CLOTHING

ITVII

1‘1 I

ORONO

OUR REST WISHES
FOR _1
FINE SUMMER

In this, the last issue of The Campus 'til fall, we extend
our heartfelt thanks for your patronage. May this summer
be a very wonderful one for you and yours.

Here's deodorant protection

If you plan to be in the area this summer. do come in and
visit with us. Regular hours will prevail all summer long.

YOU CAN TRUST
Old Spice Stick Deodorant...,astest, neatest way to all.
day, every day protection! It's the man's deodorant preferred by men ..absolutely dependable. Glides on
.moothly. speedily...dries in record time. Old Spice Stick
Deodorant — most convenient, most economical deodorant
money can buy. 1.00 plus tax.

STICK
DEODORANT

4

If we can be of service by mail. please don't hestitate to
write.

when they're.
65% DACROli
& 355 cotton
in Post-Grad
slacks by

.1.S
This is the fabric combo
that makes music with
sleek good looks and washable durability. And Post-I
Grads are the bona fide I
authentics that trim you up i
and taper you down. Tried-,
and-true tailored with beit
loops, traditional pockets,
neat cuffs. Only $6.95 in
the colors you like.., at the

stores you like.
•Ou Pont's PER "1M tor is Polyester Fiber

Looking ahead to fall, our merchandise assortments will
be greater and finer than ever. Please keep us in mind when
you do your fall wardrobe planning. We know you'll be glad
you did.

WIN ATRIP TO EUROPE
Pick up your "Destination Europe"
contest entry form at any store featuring the h.i.s label. Nothing to buy!
Easy to win! h.i.s offers you your
choice of seven different trips this
summer to your favorite Europeark
city by lururious jet. Enter now! "/
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